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Goals
❖ Create Corpus of South African English that:

➢ Contains accurate articles (not other WWW noise)
➢ Contains no duplicate content
➢ Automatically evolves
➢ Allows for manual intervention

❖ Create tools for linguistic analysis
➢ Keyword in Context
➢ Collocates



Corpus builder and manager
Scrape WWW for South African English content:

Watch RSS feeds (✓)

Scrapy (✗) (memory issues, and too broad)

APIs give more accurate data

WayBack Machine (✓)

Disqus API (✓)

Remove Boilerplate, extract plain text:
Different algorithms for this -- Reporter (Python), Boilerpipe (Java)



WayBack Machine
➢ Takes periodic ‘snapshots’ of all (large) websites
➢ Provides API
➢ More accurate than general scrape

Backwards crawl:
request most recent snapshot

crawl all links (depth 1)

go to previous snapshot



Cleaning
Actually 6 algorithms/variations

Manually cleaned dataset

Similarity measures for all 

options using TF-IDF/Cosine 

distance

(BA student learnt to graph)



Cleaning (2)
Wdiff for more detailed insights: inserted and deleted text

Boilerpipe Sentences (blue) looks good, but deletes too much 

Final choice Reporter and Boilerpipe (all variants)



Cleaning (manual)
❖ Automated system is not perfect
❖ Even with machine learning, 100% accuracy isn’t feasible

➢ Sneaky adverts, (long) comments, etc

❖ Manual cleaning
➢ Filter (tag type, attribute name, attribute value)
➢ demo http://www.iol.co.za/news/politics/closing-arguments-in-eff-disciplinary-1.1771855#.VE-cCHVSykA

➢ http://146.231.133.148/sandbox

http://146.231.133.148/sandbox
http://146.231.133.148/sandbox


Deduplication
❖ Check every article against every other - O(n2)
❖ Or load all docs into memory, create matrix - SegFault
❖ Or use hash tables:

➢ Store md5(sentence):[article_ids] in DB
➢ To check for duplicates of Article:

Hash all sentences

Get possible matches for each sentence

Do pairwise comparison of each possible match

But how unique is a sentence? 



Deduplication (2)
Unique enough! (Min length, max matches)

Pairwise is good for checking accuracy

TF-IDF matrix needs too much RAM (and Maths)

Sentence Algorithm works well, nearly linear, small memory footprint, accurate enough.



Language Analysis Tools
1) Keyword in Context
Sorted by date, show every match in context (customizable)



Language Analysis Tools (2)
Collocations - Word pairs which appear to be associated
Not just based on frequency though (common ones are boring)

(N = size of corpus, n = ‘node word’, c = collocate)



System Design
❖ Modular design:

➢ If a better way is found/built, 
simply swap out module

❖ All modules interact directly with DB

❖ Don’t need each other

(BA student still can’t draw stick figures)



System design (2)
❖ Crawl CronJobs and indexed database flags

➢ RSS
➢ WayBack (isCleaned, isDeduplicated, etc)

❖ Deduplicate (exact, hashes on HTML)

❖ Clean (automatic, saved manual settings)

❖ Deduplicate (exact, hashes of plain text)

❖ Deduplicate (near, hashes of sentences)

❖ Post process (POS tagging, word lists)



Conclusion
Achieved all primary goals:
❖ Created corpus (Linguists already using it)
❖ Evolves, allows for new feeds
❖ Crawling, Storing, Cleaning Deduplicating

Further work:
❖ Dynamic data not as good as hoped 

➢ Use Disqus API, but limited to sites that use Disqus
❖ Better GUIs
❖ Cleaning could be more automated
❖ More research into deduplication (clustered TF-IDF matrices?)



That’s all, folks
Questions, Suggestions, Answers, Money?

?


